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Abstract—Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) is considered
as a promising low–cost technology that can adaptively control
the phase of signals to boost the system performance. For a
higher probability of line–of–sight (LOS) between communicating
nodes and to substitute for loss due to long distance travelled,
an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is deployed. In this paper, we
investigate the uplink RIS–assisted communication system in the
terahertz (THz) band in the existence of a couple of underlaying
device–to–device (D2D) pairs. The RIS is attached to the UAV
for a higher mobility and channel gains quality. A closed form
expression is derived for the outage probability at the base station
(BS) for the considered scenario. The optimum UAV’s position
that minimizes this outage probability is obtained using Golden
Search method. Moreover, the optimum phase shifts of the RIS
elements that maximize the signal–to–interference–noise–ratio
(SINR) at the BS are obtained. Numerical results are obtained
to evaluate the performance of the outage probability of the
system. The results show that using the optimum algorithm, the
outage probability achieves the minimum value compared to other
schemes.

Index Terms—Wireless communication, Outage Probability,
UAV, THz, RIS and D2D.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the explosive increase of data traffic in various
communication scenarios, evolving modern spectrum resources
for near future sixth generation (6G) has become urgently
needed [1]. In order to satisfy this ever–increasing bandwidth
demands for the 6G application such as wireless data centers,
holographic tracking systems, on–chip communications,
space communication networks and broadband local area
network (LAN), researchers and technology makers started
investigating the only existing gap in the frequency spectrum
[2]. THz frequency band ranges from 0.1 THz to 10 THz
and is allocated between the microwave and infrared bands
[3]. The THz frequency range promises huge bandwidth that
theoretically reaches up to some THz, which in turn results
in potential capacity in the order of Terabits/sec. That is, the
bandwidth it provides is one order of magnitude over the
millimeter wave (mmWave) band. Furthermore, deploying THz
frequency band in today’s networks has countless advantages
[4]. For instance, THz signals offer higher link directionality
and permit lower eavesdropping chances when compared
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to mmWave signals [5]. THz signals are proved as good
candidates for uplink communications in addition to their
capabilities to allow non–line–of sight (NLOS) propagation.
Moreover, in inconvenient weather conditions such as rain,
dust and fog, THz signals act as substitutes [6].
Deploying flying platforms in the communication network
such as UAVs or drones is explosively increasing. Because of
their inherent flexibility and mobility capabilities, UAVs are
highly demanded in various potential applications in wireless
systems in areas that exhibits no or insufficient terrestrial
infrastructure. In other words, UAVs act as aerial base stations
for the sake of increasing coverage, improving reliability,
energy efficiency and boosting capacity of wireless networks
[7], [8]. Compared to other airborne solutions such as helikite
and high altitude platforms (HAP), deploying UAV–enabled
wireless communication has a bunch of advantages. For
instance, UAVs are always on–demand and easily deployed
in any already existing network [9]. Also, UAV–enabled
wireless communication offers superior link quality in the
existence of shorter distance LOS communication channels
with communicating ground nodes. Most importantly, UAVs
offer high network flexibility with the fully controllable
UAV’s position in three dimensional (3D) airspace. For
the potential advantages, UAVs are employed as mobile
relays to attain wireless connectivity between a couple of
nodes with no existing direct communication link between
them and the UAV’s position can be manipulated to boost
the communication performance [10]. One critical issue
about UAV–enabled wireless communications lies in its
limited on–board dedicated energy level, which in turn needs
to be efficiently utilized to enhance the communication
performance and support the UAV with needed energy to fly,
simultaneously. One of the smartest and simplest ways, yet
most energy–efficient, is to equip the UAV with passive RIS.
Recently, the emerging technology of RIS has been introduced
and implemented in wireless communications to promote
the communication performance in diverse scenarios such as
cognitive radio systems, simultaneous wireless information and
power transfer and UAV communications [11], [12]. Fabricated
of passive and meta–material–based reconfigurable elements,
an RIS can adaptively reconfigure both the amplitude and
the phase of the incident electromagnetic signal to reflect it
towards the desired directions to mitigate interference and
boost the network performance. The most important advantage



of passive RIS is that, unlike other transmission typologies
such as amplify and forward (AM), passive RIS does not
consume any power, which is beneficial for developing green
and cost–efficient communications [13]. Despite recently
applying RIS in mmWave systems, the deployment of RIS for
THZ communications is still at its infancy [13], [14].
There are handful papers from the literature dealing with
RIS over the THz channel. The authors in [15] considered
an RIS-assisted and UAV–supported THz communications,
where the minimum average rate of user equipments (UEs)
is maximized by optimizing the UAV’s position, RIS phase
shifts and the power control. In [16], the authors considered
minimizing the transmission delay between the UAV and
the UEs in the THz band while meeting the communication
requirements of each user. In their paper, the optimal location
of the UAV, the users’ transmit power as well as the bandwidth
of each user are are optimized. In [17], the authors considered
an RIS–assisted UAV wireless system, where a user equipment
(UE) communicates with a UAV via an RIS. Accordingly, they
presented a theoretical framework for the outage performance
of an RIS–assisted UAV wireless systems taking into account
the effects of different types of fading and misalignment and
transceiver hardware imperfections. However, in their scenario,
the system only considers the two communicating nodes with
no interference experienced in their network.

From the above discussions, it is noted that researchers did
not yet focus on analyzing the outage probability of the uplink
of mobile device (MD) to BS through a UAV equipped with
an RIS in the THz channel in the presence of two underlaying
D2D pairs. In this paper, we tackle this problem, where the
contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

• We study an uplink RIS–assisted network in the THz
frequency band, where one cellular user communicates
with the BS through a UAV equipped with an RIS and in
the presence of underlaying two D2D pairs.

• The outage probability of the link from the MD to
the BS through RIS is derived in a closed form. The
optimum position of the UAV that minimizes the outage
probability is determined using Golden Search method.

• We propose optimal phase shift design for the RIS in
the scenario under consideration to maximize the SINR
achieved at the BS.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

A. System Model

Consider an uplink single cell RIS–aided cellular network
as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of one BS, one UAV, one MD
and two D2D pairs that coexist and share the same frequency
resources with the MD . The direct link between the MD and
the BS is unattainable due to high loss resulting from long
distances travelled or the existence of obstacles. Therefore,
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Fig. 1: Scenario under consideration where a UAV equipped
with an RIS is deployed to assist the communication link
between the MD and the BS in the existence of two underlaying
D2D pairs.

a UAV equipped with an RIS is deployed in the network
to establish communication links from the MD to the RIS
and from the RIS to the BS and exploit the high mobility
capabilities. RIS is a uniform planar array that consists of
N ×N extremely low cost reconfigurable passive reflecting
elements. It reflects the incident waves from the MD and
maps it to the BS, with directional beam with each element
introducing a phase shift. With its reconfigurable capabilities,
the propagation environment can be manipulated to enhance
the system performance. Thanks to the RIS, the virtual link
between the MD and BS is established through it. It is assumed
that the BS is positioned in the X–Z plane with coordinates
{xBS , 0, H}, where H is the height of the BS. Furthermore,
we assume that the MD and D2D pairs are positioned in the
XY plane. So, the MD, ith D2D transmitting and ith receiving
device have positions of {xMD, yMD, 0}, {xd2dtxi

, yd2dtxi
, 0}

and {xd2dRxi
, yd2dRxi

, 0}, respectively. Also, the nth RIS array
element has a position of {xRn

, yRn
, zRn

}.
Consequently, the distance between the MD and RIS nth

element is given as:

dM,Rn
=

√
(xMD − xRn

)2 + (yMD − xRn
)2 + z2Rn

, (1)

Similarly, the distance between the BS and RIS nth element
is given as:

dRn,BS =
√

(xRn
− xBS)2 + y2Rn

+ (zRn
−H)2. (2)



The communication channels between the nodes in the
network are assumed to be THz channels. All the channels
between the nodes are assumed to be known or perfectly
estimated. The description of this channel is provided in the
next subsection.

B. Channel Model

In the following, the THz channel model is illustrated. It
was developed utilizing THz wave atmospheric transmission
attenuation model as well as water vapour absorption. The
LOS THz channel gain is formulated as (9) in [18] :

hTHz =

√
1

PL(f, d)
, (3)

where PL(f, d) is the pathloss that a signal with frequency f
encounters when propagating a distance d.

PL(f, d) counts for spreading loss Lsl(f, d) and molecular
absorption Lmal(f, d) that feature the THz frequency band. The
spreading loss Lsl(f, d) is as a result of the expansion of the
electromagnetic wave while propagating through different medi-
ums. However, the molecular absorption Lmal(f, d) is due to
the collisions between atmospheric gas and/or water molecules.
Comprehensive investigation on the effect of atmospheric
attenuation was carried out in [19]. The channel coefficient
hTHz follows zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution with
variance that models free space path as well as molecular
absorption gain. From [19] (Eqn. (2), (3) and (5)), the pathloss
measured at frequency f when propagating a distance d is a
function of the variance of the THz channel and is expressed
as:

PL(f, d) =
1

σ2
=

1

GTxGRx
(
4πfd

c
)2ek(f)d, (4)

where σ2 is the variance of the THz channel with zero mean.
Hence, hTHz ∼ CN(0, σ2). GTx is the transmitter antenna
gain, GRx is the receiver antenna gain, c is the speed of light
in free space and k(f) represents the frequency dependent
medium absorption factor that can be obtained from [20].

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The received signal at the BS can be expressed as:

yBS =
√
PMhT

R,BSΘhM,RXM︸ ︷︷ ︸
useful RIS–assisted signal

+

2∑
i=1

√
Pd2dihBS,d2diXd2di︸ ︷︷ ︸

interference from transmitting D2Ds

+ no︸︷︷︸
AWGN

;

(5)

where Θ is the phase shifts introduced by the RIS elements
and is given by:

Θ = diag{a1ejθ1 , ....., aNejθN }; (6)

where θn ∈ [0, 2π] and an ∈ [0, 1], PM is the transmitting
power of the MD, hR,BS is the reflected channel gain sensed at
BS from the RIS elements and has dimensions of N×1, hM,R

is the channel gain from the MD to the RIS elements and has
dimensions of N ×1, XM is the transmitting signal of the MD

and has unit energy, Pd2di
is the transmitting power of D2D

transmitting device i, hBS,d2di is the channel gain from D2D
transmitting device i and the BS, Xd2di is the transmitting
signal of transmitting device D2D i and has unit energy and
no denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
has zero mean and variance No. For simplicity, we let the two
D2D transmitting devices are assigned the same transmitting
power Pd2d.

Using (5), the achieved SINR at the BS is expressed as:

SINR =
PM |hT

R,BSΘhM,R|2

Pd2d

∑2
i=1 |hBS,d2di |2 +No

; (7)

Let:

hn
M,R = |hn

M,R|ejθM ; (8a)

hn
R,BS = |hn

R,BS |ejθBS ; (8b)

To maximize the SINR at the BS expressed in (7), the
optimal phase shift for RIS element n is chosen to maximize
the SINR and is given as:

θoptn = −(θM + θBS); (9)

Consequently, using (9), SINR given in (7) can be expressed
as:

SINR =
PM |

∑N
n=1 an|hn

R,BS ||hn
M,R||2

Pd2d

∑2
i=1 |hBS,d2di |2 +No

; (10)

IV. OUTAGE PROBABILITY DERIVATION

In this section, we derive the outage probability expression
for the link between the MD and the BS. For simplicity, we
let:

Yn = an|hn
R,BS ||hn

M,R|; (11)

Since |hn
M,R| and |hn

R,BS | are independent random variables
(i.r.v) and follow Rayleigh distribution with zero mean and
variance σ2

M,R and σ2
R,BS , the mean of Yn, E[Yn] and its

variance Var[Yn] are respectively given as:

E[Yn] = anE[|hn
M,R|]E[|hn

R,BS |] = 0; (12a)

V ar[Yn] = a2nV ar[|hn
M,R|]V ar[|hn

R,BS |] = a2nσ
2
Mσ2

BS ;
(12b)

where:

σ2
R,BS = GRGBS(

c

4πfdR,BS
)2e−k(f)dR,BS , (13a)

σ2
M,R = GMGR(

c

4πfdM,R
)2e−k(f)dM,R , (13b)

Let X =
∑N

n=1 Yn. According to the central limit theorem
(CLT), when the number of RIS elements is large enough, X
converges to a Gaussian distribution. Accordingly, at a high
value of N , X follows Gaussian distribution [21]. Therefore,
the power density function (pdf) of X is given by:



Pr(MD→BS) = 1− 24λ1λ2e
−2γthNo

3PMσ2
x

{
e

γthNo

6PMσ2
x

(12λ1 + 6 γth

PMσ2
x
)(12λ2 + 6 γth

PMσ2
x
)
+

3

(12λ1 + 8 γth

PMσ2
x
)(12λ2 + 8 γth

PMσ2
x
)

}
; (14)

fX(x) =
1√
2πσ2

X

exp (
−x2

2σ2
X

); (15)

where

E(X) =

N∑
n=1

E[Yn] = 0; (16a)

V ar(X) = σ2
X =

N∑
n=1

V ar[Yn]; (16b)

Let the SINR expressed in (7) be written as:

SINR =
Z

V
; (17)

where

Z = PM |X|2. (18a)

V = Pd2d

2∑
i=1

|hBS,d2di
|2 +No; (18b)

In the following, the pdfs of Z and V are obtained. Z follows
a Chi–squared distribution with zero mean and variance σ2

X

which is given by:

fZ(z) =
1√

2πPMσ2
Xz

exp (
−z

2PMσ2
X

); (19)

and since |hBS,d2di
|2 follows an exponential distribution

with zero mean and variance σ2
BS,d2di

, its pdf is given by:

f|hBS,d2di
|2(v) =

1

2σ2
BS,d2di

exp (
−v

2σ2
BS,d2di

); (20)

Since |hBS,d2d1
|2 and |hBS,d2d2

|2 are independent exponen-
tially distributed random variables, V has a pdf given as [22]:

fV (v) =
λ1λ2

λ2 − λ1
(e−λ1(v−No) − e−λ2(v−No)) (21)

where

λ1 =
1

2σ2
BS,d2d1

; (22a)

λ2 =
1

2σ2
BS,d2d2

; (22b)

Based on the definition of outage probability, the outage
probability of the link from the MD to the BS is expressed as:

Pr(MD→BS) =

∫∫
Z≤γthV

fZV (z, v)dzdv (23)

where fZV (z, v) is joint pdf of Z and V and γth is the
minimum SINR demanded at the BS to achieve a good quality
of service (QoS) Since Z and V are independent, the outage
probability of the link from the MD to the BS is expressed as:

Pr(MD→BS) =

∞∫
No

[
1− 2Q(

√
γthv
PM

σx
)

]
fV (v)dv; (24)

where Q(y) = Pr(Y > y) is the probability that a standard
normal random variable takes a value larger than y. Substituting
(21) in (24) and performing some mathematical manipulations,
Pr(MD→BS) is expressed as:

Pr(MD→BS) = 1− 2
λ1λ2

λ2 − λ1

[
I1 − I2

]
; (25)

where

I1 =

∫ ∞

No

e−λ1(v−No)Q(

√
γthv
PM

σx
)dv; (26a)

I2 =

∫ ∞

No

e−λ2(v−No)Q(

√
γthv
PM

σx
)dv. (26b)

To solve I1 or similarly I2, the approximation of Q(

√
γthv

PM

σx
) is

used. One of the widely used approximation of Q(x) is given
by [23]:

Q(x) =
1

12
e

−x2

2 +
1

4
e

−2x2

3 x > 0; (27)

By substituting (27) in (26a) and (26b) and after solving the
integrations, I1 and I2 are expressed as:

I1 =
1

12(λ1 +
γth

2PMσ2
x
)
e
− γthNo

2PMσ2
x +

1

4(λ1 +
2γth

3PMσ2
x
)
e
− 2γthNo

3PMσ2
x ;

(28a)

I2 =
1

12(λ2 +
γth

2PMσ2
x
)
e
− γthNo

2PMσ2
x +

1

4(λ2 +
2γth

3PMσ2
x
)
e
− 2γthNo

3PMσ2
x ;

(28b)

By substitution of (28a) and (28b) in (25), the total outage
probability is given by (14) at the top of this page, where λ1

and λ2 are given respectively in (22a) and (22b).



Pr(MD→BS) = 1− 24λ1λ2 exp

(
−2Noγth

3PMNanAd−2
M,Ud

−2
U,BSe

−k(f)(dM,U+dU,BS)

)
×

{ exp
(

Noγth

6PMNanAd−2
M,Ud−2

U,BSe−k(f)(dM,U+dU,BS)

)
(
12λ1 +

6γth

PMNanAd−2
M,Ud−2

U,BSe−k(f)(dM,U+dU,BS)

)(
12λ2 +

6γth

PMNanAd−2
M,Ud−2

U,BSe−k(f)(dM,U+dU,BS)

)+
3(

12λ1 +
8γth

PMNanAd−2
M,Ud−2

U,BSe−k(f)(dM,U+dU,BS)

)(
12λ2 +

8γth

PMNanAd−2
M,Ud−2

U,BSe−k(f)(dM,U+dU,BS)

)}.

(29)

V. UAV POSITIONING OPTIMIZATION

In this subsection, we obtain the UAV’s position that
minimizes the total outage probability given in (14). It is
considered that the UAV’s flight is at a fixed altitude h and the
UAV moves horizontally to update its position according to
the given scenario. Therefore, the UAV’s position (xU , yU , h)
needs to be optimized to minimize the outage probability
expressed in (14). Substituting (12b) and (16b) in (14) and
assuming that the distances travelled by the UAV are very large
compared to the distance between RIS elements, the achieved
outage probability at the BS is expressed in (29) at the top of
this page, where A is given as:

A = GMGBS
C4

(4π)4
; (30)

The distances between the MD and the UAV and that from
the UAV to the BS are given respectively as:

dM,U (xU , yU ) =
√
(xMD − xU )2 + (yMD − xU )2 + z2U ,

dU,BS(xU , yU ) =
√
(xU − xBS)2 + y2U + (zU −H)2.

We use two–dimensional (2D) Golden Search method within
an acceptable tolerance ϵ to minimize the outage probability
expressed in (29) in terms of the UAV x–and y–coordinates,
xU and yU , respectively (given that h is fixed) or equivalently
maximize F (xU , yU ), where F (xU , yU ) = −Pr(MD→BS).

This maximization is performed iteratively using Golden
Search method and is summarized in Algorithm 1. The
algorithm begins with initializing the input value of the
tolerance ϵ and bounds of F (xU , yU ). In each iteration, the
search interval ∆x = xu − xl and ∆y = yu − yl reduced by
a factor of 0.618 given that xl and yl are the lower bounds,
but xu and yu are the upper bounds of the UAV’s position
coordinates xU and yU . Initially, the values of the lower bounds
are set to xl = yl = 0, where the upper bounds are set to
xu = xmax and yu = ymax, where it is assumed that the area
under investigation is a rectangle of sides equal to xmax and
ymax. In the first iteration, the four points are evaluated and
corresponding values of F (xU , yU ), namely F1, F2, F3 and

F4 are then computed. Depending on the maximum values,
the intervals alter in order to search for the optimum point
that would maximize F (xU , yU ). After that, again their values
are then evaluated for the following iteration till a number
of iterations Nloop, at which one of the intervals ∆x and ∆y
is greater than the acceptable tolerance ϵ. In fact, this can
be expressed as max(∆x,∆y)(0.618)Nloop ≥ ϵ. Eventually,
the algorithm ends up obtaining the optimal UAV x–and
y–coordinates x∗

U and y∗U respectively that maximize FxU ,yU

or equivalently minimizes the outage probability at the BS
expressed in (29).

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND NUMERICAL
RESULTS

In this section, numerical results are provided to validate
the analytical results of outage probability and position
optimization for uplink RIS and UAV–assisted communication
system in THz frequency band and in the presence of
underlaying D2Ds. The effect of some system parameters on
the derived outage probability is studied. We assume a square
area for the deployment of all links with an edge of 50 m.
Also, it is assume also that the two pairs of D2D devices are
uniformly and randomly distributed in the X–Y plane in the
specified square area. The MD is located in the X–Y plane,
while the BS is located in the X–Z plane. The UAV that is
equipped with RIS is initially located somewhere between
the MD and the BS with a fixed height. The values of the
simulation parameters are summarized in Table I.

In Fig.2, the outage probability of four different schemes
(shown in the figure) are plotted versus γth that guarantees
achieving good QoS at the range from zero to 1. The MD
power PM is set to 0.05 W and the number of RIS elements
N is set to 36. From the figure, it is shown that as γth
increases, the outage probability measured at the BS increases.
This is due to increasing the system requirements within
the available power budget assigned to PM that leads to
increasing the probability of link failure from MD to the BS.
Additionally, the best performance is obtained when both the
phase shifts of the RIS as well as the UAV’s position are
optimized, namely "Opt. Phase Shifts and Opt. UAV Position".



Algorithm 1: Iterative minimization of Pr(MD→BS)

using Golden Search method

Input: Tolerance ϵ, UAV position bounds xl, xu, yl and yu

Output:Optimal UAV Position x∗
U and y∗U

Calculate xp ← xu − 0.618(xu − xl),
fffffffffffxq ← xl + 0.618(xu − xl),

ffffffffffffyp ← yu − 0.618(yu − yl),
fffffffffffff yq ← yl + 0.618(yu − yl).
Calculate F1 ← F (xp, yp), F2 ← F (xq, yp),
F3 ← F (xp, yq), F4 ← F (xq, yq)

Calculate ∆x← xu − xl, ∆y ← yu − yl

while max(∆x,∆y) > ϵ do
if F1 == max(F1, F2, F3, F4) then

Set xu ← xq, xq ← xp,
yu ← yq ,yq ← yp

Calculate xp ← xu − 0.618(xu − xl),
ffffffffffffffyp ← yu − 0.618(yu − yl)

else
if F2 == max(F1, F2, F3, F4) then

Set xl ← xp, xp ← xq , yu ← yq , yq ← yp

Calculate xq ← xl + 0.618(xu − xl),
ssspppaaaccceeeeyp ← yu − 0.618(yu − yl)

else
if F3 == max(F1, F2, F3, F4) then

Set xu ← xq , xq ← xp, yl ← yp, yp ← yq

Calculate xp ← xu − 0.618(xu − xl),
ssppacceeeyq ← yl + 0.618(yu − yl)

else
Set xl ← xp, xp ← xq , yl ← yp, yp ← yq

Calculate xq ← xl + 0.618(xu − xl)
ssppacce yq ← yl + 0.618(yu − yl)

Calculate F1 ← F (xp, yp),
spaaace F2 ← F (xq, yp),

spaaaace F3 ← F (xp, yq),
spaaaace F4 ← F (xq, yq)

Calculate x∗
U = xl+xu

2 ,

ssppaccee y∗U = yl+yu

2 ,
ssppaccee F ∗ = F (xx

U , y
∗
U ).

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters.

Parameter Description Value

f Operating Frequency 1 THz
k(f) Absorption Coefficient 0.1

No Noise Variance −40 dB
H BS height 10 m
h UAV altitude 20 m
an RIS element Amplitude 1
ϵ Convergence Tolerance 10−3

This best performance is then followed by the "Random
Phase Shifts and Opt. UAV Position" scheme, where the
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Fig. 2: Outage Probability versus γth for 4 Different Schemes.
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Fig. 3: Outage Probability versus PM at Different Values of
RIS elements.

UAV’s Position is optimized according to the given scenario
to lessen the outage probability achieved at the BS while the
RIS elements are assigned random phase shifts. Then comes
the "Opti Phase Shifts and Not Opt. UAV Position" scheme,
where only the RIS elements’ phase shifts are optimized to
maximize the SINR at the BS, while the UAV is randomly
positioned between the MD and the BS. The highest outage
probability is achieved by the "Random Phase Shifts and
Not Opt. UAV Position", where both the UAV’s position and
the RIS elements’ phase shifts are randomly assigned. This
highlights the effectiveness of the RIS phase shifts and UAV’s
position optimization scheme and proves the high role the
UAV’s mobility plays in UAV–enabled networks.

In Fig. 3, the outage probability of the communication
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Fig. 4: Outage Probability versus PM at Different Distances
between MD and BS.
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Fig. 5: Outage Probability versus UAV Altitude h at Different
Number of RIS elements N.

link from MD to BS through RIS is plotted versus the
MD transmitting power PM for different number of RIS
elements N = 36, 64 and 100 at γth of 0.5. As expected, the
figure depicts a decrease in the achieved outage probability
when increasing the MD dedicated power PM . This is
because the increase of PM allows higher transmit power
for the MD and the UAV which causes a decrease in the
outage probability. Moreover, it is noted that as N increases,
the outage probability decreases. This in turn proves the
effectiveness of deploying passive RIS–assisted network
so that phase shifts introduced by the channel can be eliminated.

In Fig. 4, the outage probability of the communication
link from MD to BS through RIS is plotted versus the MD

transmitting power PM at different distances D = 10, 15,
20 and 25 m between the MD and the BS for N = 36. As
the figure depicts, increasing the distance between the MD
and the BS results in an increase in the outage probability.
This is due to the higher pathloss that the propagating signal
experiences at a longer travelling distance which is considered
one of the challenges of THz communications. This problem
can be solved by equipping the BS with MIMO system that
contributes in improving the QoS significantly.

Fig. 5 shows the outage probability for the proposed
scheme versus the UAV altitude h. As before, the higher the
number of RIS elements N , the lower the outage probability
is achieved. Also, it is noticed that the outage probability for
the proposed scheme decreases whenever the UAV altitude
h increases until h ≈ 10 m which is equal to the height of
the BS. This value corresponds to a shorter distance between
the UAV and the BS, DR,BS . Whenever h increases forward,
DR,BS increases. This in turn causes excess power loss and
accordingly leads to an increase in the outage probability
due to an increase in the distance between the UAV and the BS.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the outage probability of an uplink RIS–assisted
one cell communication system is considered in the existence
of two underlaying D2D devices, where the RIS is attached
to a UAV that adapts its position for better channel conditions
and hence higher system performance and better QoS. The
system is evaluated in terms of the outage probability. A
closed form expression for the outage probability is derived.
The optimal phase shifts for the RIS elements are obtained
to improve the system performance. Furthermore, the UAV’s
position is optimized to minimize the derived outage probability.
Numerical results show the effectiveness of optimizing the RIS
elements’ phase shits and the UAV’s position as compared to
assigning them randomly. Additionally, increasing the number
of RIS elements leads to improving the system performance,
which in turn proves the effectiveness of deploying passive
RIS–assisted network.
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